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ABSTRACT

The Great Recession in the United States started in December 2007 and concluded in
June 2009, with the economy still in shambles. Numerous root causes linked the lax regulations
and market conditions that spawned complacency and excessive risk taking behaviors. As we
approach the 10-year anniversary of the end of the crisis and with some economist predicting a
potential recession in the next 18 months, it is important to look back retrospectively to analyze
measures taken by the Fed and to judge their efficacy.
This thesis was inspired by two event studies on Quantitative Easing: one by Gagnon,
Raskin, Remache, and Sack (2010) and one by Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011). I
applied a blend of the methodologies used in these two papers to additional dates for QE2 as well
the entirety of QE3, which neither paper addressed. Ultimately, the purpose of this thesis was to
determine whether or not various channels impacted financial variable yields during QE2 and
QE3, with the hope of informing future policy decisions when faced with a recession.
The results of this study found that yield changes during QE3 were mostly positive,
showing that this round of easing was the least effective and even theoretically unnecessary. This
research also confirmed the presence of a strong safety premium channel in QE2, meaning a
Treasury-only purchase policy is inadequate since the yield reduction does not flow to riskier
assets such as MBS. My thesis also found that with a signaling channel present in QE2 but not
QE3, the Fed needs to give reasonable timelines when undertaking Quantitative Easing at the
onset of the announcement and to reiterate them every meeting.
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Chapter 1
Background of the Financial Crisis

Origin
The National Bureau of Economic Research places the start of the recession in the United
States in December 2007; however it was not until the collapse of the Lehman Brothers, a
prominent investment bank, in September of 2008 that international markets were disrupted
(Yellen, 2011). Its origin is often debated, but its aftermath still reverberates with the markets
today. It would take major taxpayer-funded “bail-outs” and massive fiscal stimulus packages to
shore up the industry. Its impact was truly worldwide with major consequences in Europe where
the financial crisis evolved into the euro crisis. The practice of Quantitative Easing (QE), which
this paper will explore for the U.S. market under the direction of the Fed would eventually
inspire central banks in the United Kingdom and the EU (Curcuru et al., 2018).
The pre-crisis period is often referred to as “The Great Moderation” for a number of
different reasons based upon prevailing market conditions such as:


Low inflation both in the US and abroad with stable growth;



Heavy savings in Asian markets, which created a savings glut and lowered interest rates
globally;



US interest rates kept low due to heavy investment in US Treasuries both within and
outside of the country (The origins).
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This “Great Moderation” in large part spawned complacency and excessive risk taking
behaviors as a means to receive higher returns in such a low interest rate world. During this
period, new and exotic financial instruments were introduced—collateralized debt obligations
(CDOs) were packaged, sold and resold in ways that spurred reckless behavior by banks,
mortgage companies, investors and consumers. Alan Greenspan cited that even with his superior
knowledge of financial markets and his access to hundreds of PhD economists, he did not
understand the complexity of the packaging of CDOs (“House of Cards”, 2009).
Concurrently, there was a huge surge in consumer and corporate debt created by the
opportunity presented by these risky instruments where all parties were lulled into a false sense
of high returns backed by supposed good credit quality from the rating agencies. Many mortgage
banks bought into the euphoria and were all too willing to lend in amounts that were unsound in
the past or to poor credit quality applicants known as subprime lending (Bailey et al., 2008).
Nonetheless, there were many underlying market factors at play that provoked this
behavior and contributed to the financial crisis. Many experts attributed its genesis to gaps in
regulation as well as subpar risk management practices by financial institutions, market
infrastructures, and ratings agencies. These factors compounded with greed built on fallacies
about the real estate market, which trickled down even to consumers. Financial services industry
experts mistakenly pinned expectations on housing prices continuing to rise that backfired
catastrophically when housing prices fell (The origins). CDOs became worthless when many
homeowners began to default. Major financial institutions approached insolvency and had to be
bailed out or acquired by more conservative and stable banks (e.g. National City by PNC,
Wachovia by Wells Fargo, Merrill Lynch by Bank of America).
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The National Bureau of Economic Research concluded that the official end of the
recession was June of 2009 (Business Cycle, 2010). As we approach the 10-year anniversary of
the end of the crisis, it is important to look back retrospectively on this time to analyze the
measures taken by the Fed and to judge their efficacy so we may learn how best to combat
another recession. In March 2019, Nobel Prize winning economist, Robert Shiller announced
that there is a greater than average chance of a recession within the next 18 months. He cited
many reasons for this possibility including the long duration of our current bull market, an overvalued stock market that is well overdue for a correction, and skyrocketing housing prices
(Hadavi, 2019). If we are to face another recession soon it is of pressing importance to look back
on policy decisions to examine what worked and what did not. The possibility of another crisis is
the driving motivation behind this thesis. I will first review the mechanics of Quantitative Easing
then I will expand upon on how the Fed used it in practice. Next, I will highlight the two event
studies that inspired my research with particular focus on the research conducted by
Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011). In Chapter 4, I outline the various channels
through which QE can operate to impact financial variable yields. Following this explanation, I
propose the event dates that I have selected to focus on and more clearly outline my
methodology. Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the results of my event study with
emphasis on policy implications.
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Chapter 2
Mechanics of Quantitative Easing
In the United States, every decision made by the Federal Reserve is a means of achieving
two objectives: maximum employment and price stability. The first part of the Fed’s dual
mandate, maximum employment is determined by nonmonetary, macroeconomic influences and
is subject to change so there is no set target. Instead members of the FOMC conduct assessments
to determine where they believe the non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment or NAIRU
given the current economic conditions at the time (FOMC, n.d.). The second objective of price
stability does have set target of 2% inflation measured by the personal consumption expenditures
or PCE (FOMC, n.d.).

Figure 1: PCE Index
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Figure 2: Unemployment Rate

Due to the crisis conditions highlighted in Chapter 1, the Fed moved to start an
unconventional monetary policy known as Quantitative Easing or QE. QE was set in motion in
2008 to allow the Fed to buy large quantities of government bonds and other securities
attempting to drive their prices up and their rates down (Phillips, 2019). The driving force
behind each Quantitative Easing decision made by the Fed was to uphold the dual mandate. As
evidenced by Figures 1 and 2, inflation was below the Fed’s target of 2% and unemployment
was well above NAIRU during the crisis.
To better understand the process of QE, it is important to look into the actual mechanics
of the purchases themselves. The Fed utilized a reverse auction system through the Fed Bank of
New York’s Open Market Trading Desk for Treasury and Agency debt. Only primary dealers
that have accounts with the Fed were eligible to participate in these auctions. The Trading Desk
would specify an amount and maturity range for each purchase, rather than the total amount or
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the amount of specific maturity of the bonds (Song & Zhu, 2014). Primary dealers could place up
to nine offers and the Fed would decide based on prices at the close of the auction and their own
pricing models to select attractive offers. The way these auctions were set up was to ensure
competitive pricing of bonds determined by the market (Song & Zhu, 2014). As for MBS, the
process was more complicated since the Fed had never outright purchased MBS before. Thus,
the New York Fed hired and worked daily with external investment managers. These managers
set a certain range of purchases across various actively trade MBS, again only with primary Fed
dealers (Gagnon et al., 2010).
A perfect case of the mechanics of QE in relation to interest rates can be examined during
Operation Twist. By buying long-term securities while simultaneously selling short-term
securities, the fed was able to bring down long-term interest rates. Now it is important to address
why the Fed wants to keep long-term interest rates low, especially during a recession. The Fed’s
goal was that this action would provide a needed boost to the economy by reducing the cost of
loans for consumers. Individuals would then be incentivized to spend, rather than save since
saving would bear a lower interest rate and would therefore be less desirable (Thomas, 2018).
Buying long-term bonds would drive up the price of the bond. Yields and prices on bonds
are inversely related, thus as the price of the bond goes up, the yield on that bond goes down and
vice versa. Therefore, selling short-term bonds at the same time, the Fed sought to raise yields on
short-term bonds because selling massive numbers of these bonds would decrease the price
(Thomas, 2018). The purchase of these long-term assets sits on the central bank’s balance sheet
and the size of the Fed balance sheet increased exponentially during the crisis.
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Federal Reserve Actions
The Federal Open Market Committee, the (FOMC), makes the decisions regarding
interest rate benchmarks in the United States. Their primary tool for managing stability and
inflation in the U.S. market involves reviewing economic indicators and setting the benchmark
for the Federal funds rate--the interest rate for overnight interbank loans. The rate is used by
financial institutions to set consumer and commercial loans rates as well as rates on same for
deposits. Adjustments up and down of the fed funds rate are typically done in small increments
to adjust for projected financial conditions. In the case of the onset of the financial crisis, the
FOMC chose the drastic measure to rapidly lower the Fed funds rate from 5.25% in July 2007 to
the zero bound in December 2008. The zero bound refers to the lower bound on the fed funds
rate equaling zero. The result of these actions crippled the Fed from using their main instrument
to combat the economic downturn. Instead they were forced to turn to unconventional monetary
policy in order to pump liquidity into the market and keep long-term interest rates low. This
program came to be known as Quantitate Easing or QE and its aftermath still lingers in the
market today.

Figure 3: Fed Funds Rate
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The first round of Quantitative Easing was announced November 25, 2008 and
implemented by the FOMC on December 16 (Yellen, 2011). The focus of the first round was to
purchase $600 billion in mortgage-backed securities and agency debt, which are securities issued
by government-sponsored enterprises like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. On March 18, 2009, the
Fed announced they would further expand QE1. Subsequently, the Fed purchased $850 billion
more in mortgage-backed securities and agency debt and $300 billion worth of US Treasuries
(Yellen, 2011). The program was then extended again in June of 2010, purchasing $30 billion in
Treasuries each month. At this point the Fed’s balance sheet was around $2 trillion. QE1 was to
keep interest rates low as a means of helping recover the crippled housing market (Amadeo,
2018). In September of 2010, the National Bureau of Economic Research concluded that the
recession officially ended in June of 2009 (National, 2010). However, this trough signaling the
end of the recession did not mean troubles were over and the FOMC still felt that more actions
needed to be taken.
The next round of Quantitative Easing was announced November 3, 2010. This round of
QE would focus solely on the purchase of Treasuries, and the Fed purchased $600 billion worth
by the end of the second fiscal quarter of 2011 (Amadeo, 2018). The Fed’s intention with this
round of QE was to gradually begin to increase inflation, as the PCE index had dipped below the
Fed’s target and there were fears of deflation (Amadeo, 2018). Central bankers consider
deflation their worst nightmare. Deflation incentivizes saving over spending because consumers
know that prices will keep decreasing. Overall, wages go down and the economy suffers
(FRBSF, 2003).
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In September 2011, the FOMC announced a Maturity Extension Program that became
more commonly known as “Operation Twist”. This policy is slightly different than the other
rounds because the Fed bought long-term securities while simultaneously selling off short-term
securities. Nine months after the announcement, the Fed bought $400 billion long-term
Treasuries and sold off an equal amount of short-term securities. The program was then extended
in June 2012 to increase the purchases of long-term securities by $267 million and reduce the
number of short-term Treasuries in lockstep (Wheelock, 2017). By this time, the Fed’s balance
sheet had essentially tripled in size. The buying and simultaneous liquidating of these securities
was meant to prevent the Fed’s portfolio from increasing while still working to keep long-term
yields low (Wheelock, 2017). “Operation Twist” comes from the twisting or reshaping of the
yield curve by lowering yields on long-term Treasuries while raising yields on short-term
treasuries. The ultimate goal of Operation Twist was to continue to support the struggling
housing market by maintaining long-term rates that induced consumers to borrow (Amadeo,
2018). While certainly an interesting event to study, this thesis will focus primarily on QE2 and
QE3.
The final round of quantitative easing in the United States was announced September 13,
2012. Unlike the other rounds of quantitative easing, QE3 did not have a definitive ending date
(Amadeo, 2018). The Fed clearly communicated the ending of other rounds of QE as a means of
forward guidance to the market, but this was not the case for QE3. This round was also different
from the others because the purchases were to be executed on a monthly basis. The FOMC
acquired $40 billion worth of mortgage-backed securities per month along with $45 billion
Treasuries per month (Williamson, 2017). The Fed clarified this policy would continue until
either inflation eclipsed 2% or if unemployment fell below 6.5% (Amadeo, 2018). On May 22,
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2013 Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke gave a speech suggesting that the Fed would begin tapering
purchases. This announcement caused a period of time known as the “taper tantrum” because the
massive sell-off of 10-year Treasuries that inflated the bond’s yields (Neely, 2014). Due to fact
that the market overreaction in the taper tantrum would likely have skewed the data, I did not
include the May 22, 2013 date as a baseline in my event study. On July 9, 2014 the minutes from
the Fed’s June meeting were released and announced that all asset purchases would conclude at
the end of October 2014 (FOMC, 2019).
By the end of all the rounds of QE, the Fed’s balance sheet had increased tremendously.
By 2017, the total assets held by the Federal Reserve equal $4.473 trillion (Williamson, 2017). In
June 2017, Janet Yellen, the Fed’s Chairwoman at the time, announced they would work towards
unwinding the massive balance sheet (Federal).
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Chapter 3
Previous Event Studies

Gagnon, Raskin, Remache, & Sack (2010)
The Gagnon et al. (2010) paper conducts an events study of FOMC communications of
Large-Scale Asset Purchases (also known as Quantitative Easing or LSAP) from 11/24/2008 to
1/28/2010. In their 2010 research study, the variables the economists focused on were the “2year and 10-year Treasury yields, the 10- year agency debt yield, the current-coupon 30-year
agency MBS yield, the 10-year Treasury term premium (based on Kim and Wright, 2005), the
10-year swap rate, and the Baa corporate bond index yield” (Gagnon et al., 2010). The purpose
of the two latter, the swap rate and corporate bond index, were to observe yield changes in assets
classes that were not directly purchased by the Fed during this (or any) rounds of QE (Gagnon et
al., 2010).
In their analysis, Gagnon et al. (2010) used eight of the FOMC announcements as the
baseline. Each of these events referenced the implementation of asset purchases and was deemed
by the research team to have included new information. The team supplemented the study with
two additional parts after determining the baseline dates. First, they included all other FOMC
minutes and statements from the given window of November 2008 to January 2010; the purpose
of which was to validate if the market reacted according to expected changes in LSAPs that were
not directly stated (Gagnon et al., 2010). Second, they extended the window of time for each
reaction from one day to two days using only the baseline dates to confirm if there were
potentially lag in the market responses (Gagnon et al., 2010).
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Figure 4: Gagnon et al., (2010) Results

Figure 4 above shows the results of the cumulative interest rate changes for the one-day
window. The two-day window generated cumulative changes even greater than those for the
one-day response window. Their results demonstrate that FOMC announcements for QE1 were
successful in lowering long-term interest rates.

Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011)
Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) conducted their own research, built off the
work done by Gagnon et al. (2010). In their 2011 event study they focused on QE1 and QE2,
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expanding the range of financial variables from Gagnon’s study by examining yields on
Treasuries, MBS, agency securities, corporate bond yields, credit default swaps, inflation swaps,
TIPS, Fed funds futures, and interest rate volatility (Krishnamurthy & Vissing-Jorgensen, 2011).
They examined all of these financial variables for both QE1 and QE2 even though QE2 only
involved the purchases of Treasury securities.
Other changes in methodology for their study included cutting three of the dates from
Gagnon et al., (2010) baseline events, leaving them with five FOMC announcements to examine.
After conducting intraday research on yields and trading volume for these three days, they
determined the impacts were small and should be excluded (Krishnamurthy & VissingJorgensen, 2011). Examining these intraday yields and trading volumes provides a qualitative
backing to the selection of their dates.
The Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) study examined the changes in the
yields of the listed financial instruments to determine the channels through which Quantitative
Easing operates. Before their work, there were essentially only papers written on the signaling
channel and portfolio balance channel, so their analysis delved further into the ways these largescale asset purchases impacted financial markets. I wanted to extend this examination of various
channels to Quantitative Easing 3. Examining the impacts on financial markets in more depth,
allows for more distinct future policy implications.

Figure 5: Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen., (2011) Channel Breakdown
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While the equation in Figure 5 was not the one the researchers used for testing their
regression to test for statistical significance, it summarized their empirical work conducted in
their event study, which is the basis of my event study. The equation breaks down the interest
rate on a long-term, risky, illiquid asset as denoted by the subscript on r. The right hand side
breaks down the channels that can potentially have an impact on the interest rate of this
particular asset. They are denoted by their risk multiplied by the price of their respective risk
premia. Each of these channels is explained in more depth in Chapter 4. Ultimately what this
equation demonstrates is that a given interest rate can be impacted by multiple channels and QE
can work through these channels to influence market rates.

Figure 6: Krishamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen., (2011) Results

Figure 5 details the results from their event study solely for Treasuries, agency debt, and
MBS, all in varying maturities. The results show, for example, the lack of a liquidity channel
because the 10-year Treasury and 10-year Agency decreased by roughly the same amount (-18
and -17) so their spread stayed the same.
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Chapter 4
Channels of Quantitative Easing
Much of prior research delves into two potential channels for quantitative easing: the
signaling channel and the portfolio balance channel. My thesis will also focus on these two
channels. The portfolio balance theory as described best by Chairman Ben Bernanke, “such
purchases [QE] work primarily through the so-called portfolio balance channel, which holds that
once short-term interest rates have reached zero, the Federal Reserve's purchases of longer-term
securities affect financial conditions by changing the quantity and mix of financial assets held by
the public. Specifically, the Fed's strategy relies on the presumption that different financial assets
are not perfect substitutes in investors' portfolios, so that changes in the net supply of an asset
available to investors affect its yield and those of broadly similar assets” (Bernanke, 2010).
Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011), introduced more channels through which QE
operates and impacts interest rates. These are essentially sub-channels under the umbrella of the
portfolio-balance channel. They offer a deeper look into the portfolio balance channel as they
delve into effects on various assets and their substitutability in terms of liquidity, safety,
duration, etc.

Signaling Channel
The signaling channel has a widespread effect, impacting all bond market interest yields
(Krishnamurthy & Vissing-Jorgensen, 2011). This channel deals heavily with market
expectations in regards to Fed forward guidance. There have been several studies examining the
Fed’s ability to preserve low interest rates even when the fed funds rate is at the zero bound.
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Eggertsson and Woodford (2003) and Clouse et al. (2000) wrote two such research papers. In
their study on optimal monetary policy at the zero bound, Eggertsson and Woodford (2003)
found that Fed communications to the public were important in ensuring lower long-term yields.
Only with the Fed’s credible commitment to sustain low interest rates, which the authors define
as those below the Taylor rule, for a period even after the economy recovers to ensure the policy
has the intended effects (Eggertsson and Woodford, 2003).
One of the ways to solidify this commitment is for the Fed to purchase longer-term
duration assets; these assets are more sensitive to changes in interest rates. The Fed raising
interest rates would mean their longer duration purchases would lose value so the central bank
would have a vested interest in keeping interest rates low (Clouse et al., 2010). In
communications regarding Quantitative Easing, especially on the dates for QE2 selected in this
thesis, the Fed explicitly states their policy on future rates. These unambiguous announcements
also help to ensure the commitment to keeping rates low, which in turn drives investor
expectations about future rates lower. Examining the presence of a signaling channel in QE3 will
be intriguing since the Fed did not assign a clear end date to the asset purchases.

Duration Risk Channel
Duration measures a bond’s sensitivity to changes in interest rates; the higher a bond’s
duration, the greater the impact. Vayanos and Vila (2009) in their research focused on the term
structure of interest rates and the way bonds are priced. They focus on a preferred-habitat model
where there are a group of investors with specific maturity preferences and a second group of
arbitrageurs who determine the price of bonds of differing duration. Applying their research on
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duration risk reveals that the Fed’s purchase of large amounts of longer duration assets such as
Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS), long-term Treasuries, and Agency debt would reduce the
overall amount of duration in the market. Meaning, investors’ portfolios would contain more
assets with less duration risk. Thus, by both lowering duration risk and reducing supply of these
assets, the Fed would drive up valuations on longer duration securities. Similar to the analysis
performed by Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) in their event study, this paper will
assume the duration risk channel applies to the broader fixed income market and not simply one
particular asset class. This channel predicts that QE reduces yields on long-term assets and the
impacts on assets with longer duration are more pronounced.

Prepayment Risk Channel
Prepayment risk is attached to securities such as MBS, where the principal can be paid

prematurely. Investors in these markets will then not receive future interest payments on these
securities. The prepayment risk channel works similarly to Vayanos and Vila’s (2009)
explanation of the duration risk channel. The FOMC purchase of MBS securities reduces the
overall amount of prepayment risk in the market and in investor portfolios. If a prepayment risk
channel were present, MBS yields would go down relative to other bond yields. Since QE2
involved only the purchase of Treasury securities; there should be no evidence of a prepayment
risk channel during this round (Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen, 2011).
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Liquidity Channel
Studies on the liquidity channel show that QE increased liquidity in the market directly
through the purchases of longer dated securities. Taking out these more illiquid assets leaves
more liquid assets in the market for investors and reduces the liquidity premium (Krishnamurthy
and Vissing-Jorgensen, 2011). The mechanics through which the Fed purchases these securities
such as Treasuries is by increasing reserve balances, which are a more liquid asset for investors
than Treasuries. Therefore, demand for Treasuries declines because they are less attractive and
thus the liquidity premium on the price of Treasuries decreases (Krishnamurthy and VissingJorgensen). In this manner, the liquidity channel predicts that QE actually raises yields on more
liquid assets such as US Treasuries relative to more illiquid assets such as Agency debt.

Safety Premium Channel
The amount of demand for a bond greatly impacts the price and the yield on that bond.
Through QE the FOMC provided constant demand for long-term safe assets. This persistent
demand would increase valuations, which would, in turn lower yields due to the inverse
relationship of prices and yields. The Agency debt examined in this thesis comes from Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac; both agencies were taken into conservatorship by the federal government
in 2008, enhancing the credit profile of outstanding debt (Krisnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen,
2011). The safety premium channel predicts that the yields on safer assets such as Treasuries and
Agency debt will decrease by more than less safe assets such as corporate bonds.
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Default Risk Channel
Corporate bonds are inherently riskier than Treasury bonds, which are often referred to as
risk-free. The reason for this increased risk is because, unlike the U.S. government, corporations
that issue these bonds could declare bankruptcy and default on making debt service payments.
Comparing a corporate bond with a Treasury bond of the same maturity, the corporate bond will
be less expensive and offer investors a higher yield because of their risk of default. During
recessions the likelihood of default increases, thus investors require a larger risk premium in
order to compensate for taking on the additional risk.
In their event study, Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) found that QE 1 and 2
were effective through the default risk channel and that corporate bond default risk decreased.
Simplified price of corporate bond can be calculated by taking the price of treasury of the same
duration multiplied by 1 minus the corporate bond’s default risk (1-df). As the default risk
decreases, the price of the corporate bond goes up its yield goes down. QE3 should carry the
same results showing that the Fed was successful in stimulating the economy and as the
economy improves, the default risk on corporate bonds decreases.

Inflation Channel
The inflation channel concerns the relationship between interest rates and inflation linked
by market expectations of the direction of rate changes. Expectations of increased inflation,
could impact interest rates that the Fed would raise rates to combat the inflation. During periods
of expansionary monetary policy, inflation typically increases. Yield changes depend on the
degree that the market considers QE an expansionary policy (Krishnamurthy and Vissing-
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Jorgensen, 2011). The inflation channel predicts an increase in interest rates on securities like
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities or TIPS. This channel is especially important because a
large concern during the Great Recession was deflation. Chung et al. (2011) in their study, found
that due to the asset purchases conducted by the Fed, inflation was a percentage point higher than
what it would have been without these purchases. Without QE, the economy would have been
dangerously close to deflation.
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Chapter 5
Event Study QE2 and QE3

Methodology
I applied the methodologies used in the Gagnon et al. (2010) and Krishnamurthy and
Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) to the two subsequent rounds of quantitative easing: QE2 and QE3.
My objective was to expand upon their research by conducting my own events study using
FOMC announcements for QE2 and QE3. The results will demonstrate the impact on interest
rates of various financial instruments during these time windows. I examined QE2 to confirm the
results of the Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) study, with the addition of date
6/22/2011 (and inclusion of 11/30/2010 in the total row) that were excluded from their study. I
included the 6/22/2011 date, the official announcement that concluded QE2, because I was
curious to see if there would be a market reaction considering the use of forward guidance in
previous meetings. My expectation was that the yield changes for this date would be minimal
since the market would have already priced in the anticipated end of QE2. I still included this
date in the baseline group because of the nature of unconventional monetary policy and the fact
that expectations can change rapidly during times of crisis.
In keeping with Gagnon et al. (2010), I broke the event dates into two groups: a baseline
group where new information was announced to the market and a group of FOMC minutes
within the window of that round of QE. The addition of the FOMC meeting minutes is to account
for market reactions to potential information regarding QE that may not have been included in
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the baseline group. I then repeated this procedure for QE3 since neither of these studies had
examined this round.
The financial variables examined are a combination of the two event studies: 2, 5 and 10
year Treasuries, 5 and 10 year Agency Debt, 30 year MBS, Baa Index, 10 year TIPS, and Fed
Funds futures. I focused on the 2 and the 10-year Treasuries, as they are the most watched in the
financial markets. Market participants closely monitor these two yields as a means to determine
yield curve patterns or inversions to predict recessions. I calculate the yield changes for all the
financial variables for the two rounds of Quantitative Easing, even though QE2 was focused
solely on the purchase of $600 billion worth of Treasury securities. This round of QE offers the
unique opportunity to test if there was an impact on the yields of these assets that were not
purchased by the Fed. QE3 is also unique because the FOMC stated the monthly asset purchase
amount, the announcement came with no definitive end date, and it represented the final round of
QE to occur in the United States.
In my study, I tested the cumulative interest rate changes on the different financial
instruments as a measure of overall effect. I examined yield changes both over a 1-day and 2-day
window. I define the 1-day window as the closing yield level the day before the announcement to
the closing yield the day of the announcement. I also followed the same two-day window as the
previous event studies mentioned. Examining the two-day impacts allows for the capture of any
lag in market reaction (Gagnon et al., 2010).
I will shape the result analysis around the various channels through which QE impacts
interest rates, as outlined in Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011). A short explanation of
the various channels examined in this paper as well as the financial variable yields used to
measure the impact on these channel are listed in Table 1. For a more in depth explanation of
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each channel see Chapter 4. However, in my study, I substituted Credit Default Swaps for
corporate bonds when checking for a default risk channel and focused on TIPS versus Treasury
yields for the inflation risk channel rather than implied volatility on swaptions. The main reason
for these deviations from the original study is that these financial instruments are very technical
in nature and frankly beyond the scope of this thesis.
As for significance testing they did not outline their regression equation specifically. My
interpretation of the statistical significance tests conducted in Krishnamurthy and VissingJorgensen (2011) with assistance from the Penn State Statistical Consulting Center was to first
run a regression on the panel data of dates and yields including four dummy variables for QE2
and five dummy variables for QE3. The dummy variables represent if an announcement occurred
on that day, so in QE2 there were four event dates and QE3 there were five. I used the daily
variable yields from a period of 8/9/10 to 6/23/11 for QE2 and 9/12/12 to 10/30/14 for QE3.
Ultimately, this regression is meant to test whether yield changes on announcement days vary
from regular days. The regression equations for QE2 and QE3 respectively are:

yi,t = α + δi + γt + (β1QE21 + β2QE22 + β3QE23 + β4QE24)t + εi,t
yi,t = α + δi + γt + (β1QE31 + β2QE32 + β3QE33 + β4QE34 + β5QE35)t + εi,t

yi,t represents the dependent variable of yields at time t, the δi represents duration of a
bond, and γt represents a date. After running this regression, I conducted an F-test to verify that
the dates were statistically significant in effecting yields. The null hypothesis for this test is: β1=
β2= β3= β4=0 meaning that none of the QE dates selected in my study impacted yields. The
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alternate hypothesis is: at least one βi ≠ 0 meaning that at least one of the event days impacted
the financial variable yields. For clarity, I compiled the significance tests into a table in
Appendix D and represented the yield change significance with an asterisk in the total rows of
tables in Appendix A and B with * significance at 10 percent level, ** at the 5%, and *** at the
1%. All tests were conducted in Stata.
To examine the signaling channel, I used one of the methods outlined in Krishnamurthy
and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) of constructing two yield curves of Fed Funds futures of contract
maturities 3 month, 6 month, and 12 month. The pre-announcement curve is built on closing
yields the day before a QE announcement and the post-announcement curve is made up on
closing yields the day of the announcement. The presence of a downward movement between the
pre and post curves would show that expectations for a future rate hike were pushed back by the
FOMC communications.
I considered separating the events based upon expected market reaction, with yields
either moving up or down, in my analysis. Instead, I chose to present the data in the same way as
both Gagnon et al. (2010) and Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) with sequential
announcements and their totals. While the channels can predict which direction the yields will
move, the channels are not always present in a particular round of QE. Also some of the channels
can work in opposition to each other. For example, the liquidity channel predicts that Treasury
yields would increase (relative to Agency yields) while the safety premium channel predicts that
safe Treasury yields would decrease (relative to less safe corporate bonds).
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Table 1: Channel Summary

Channels

Definition

Financial Variable

Signaling

Central bank has a credible
commitment to lowering
interest rates.
Alter yield curve by removing
assets with higher duration
from market so less duration
risk for investors. Also lowers
premium to make holding
these assets more appealing.
Factoring in the risk that
market participants can prepay
their loans. Purchase of
securities with more
prepayment risk reduces
overall prepayment risk in the
market.
QE works to increase liquidity
to investors by purchasing
large amounts of longer term
and less liquid assets.
Continuous demands by
clients, in this case the Fed,
for long-term assets. This
demand drives yields down on
these specific assets.
Reduced default risk on
corporate bonds if QE is
successful in fighting
recession and improving
overall economic conditions.
Inflation expectations
influenced by interest rate
expectations.

Fed funds futures

Duration Risk

Prepayment Risk

Liquidity

Safety Premium

Default Risk

Inflation

Treasuries, Agency debt, and
MBS

MBS

Treasuries against Agency
debt

Treasuries and Agency Debt
against Corporate Bonds

Corporate Bonds

TIPS against Treasuries
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Event Dates
In choosing the dates for this event study, I looked through the FOMC statements and
speeches by Chairman Ben Bernanke and Chairwoman Janet Yellen to find announcements that
offered new information relating to LSAPs. For QE2, I used more dates than the previous study
done by Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) as I contend they contain new information
that could have impacted the interest rate yields. I also used the dates provided in their study to
confirm the results they discovered in their study of QE2. The announcements that comprise the
baseline set for QE2 are:


August 10, 2010, FOMC announced it would keep reinvesting payments from agency
debt and MBS into the purchase of long-term Treasuries. Market participants had
expected the Fed would allow these portfolios to run-off so this announcement
contained new information (Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen, 2011). This
announcement also informed the market that the continuation of this round of
unconventional monetary policy would focus solely on Treasury securities.



On September 21, 2010 the FOMC reiterated their reinvestment policy and included
that they would continue to provide additional accommodations to ensure economic
security, which was interpreted by market participants to mean the continuation of
QE. (Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen, 2011).



November 3, 2010 the official announcement that started Quantitative Easing round
2, that the FOMC would purchase $600 billion in Treasury securities. The
announcement also provided the market with a timeline, stating that the asset
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purchases would continue until the end of June 2011 (FOMC, 2011). The end date of
this round of QE was made clear in this announcement and reiterated in every FOMC
meeting.


June 22, 2011 announcement confirming, “The Committee will complete its
purchases of $600 billion of longer-term Treasury securities by the end of this month
and will maintain its existing policy of reinvesting principal payments from its
securities holdings” (FOMC, 2011).

Though QE3 is often nicknamed QE infinity since when it was announced there was no
clear end date when it was announced. Nonetheless, the asset purchases were eventually tapered
down and the FOMC declared they would stop buying assets. The announcements that make up
the baseline set for QE3 are:


The statement announcing on September 13, 2012 that, “the Committee agreed today
to increase policy accommodation by purchasing additional agency mortgage-backed
securities at a pace of $40 billion per month” (FOMC, 2012). This announcement
offered no end date for the purchases of these assets.



On December 12, 2012, FOMC released the statement: “To support a stronger
economic recovery and to help ensure that inflation, over time, is at the rate most
consistent with its dual mandate, the Committee will continue purchasing additional
agency mortgage-backed securities at a pace of $40 billion per month. The
Committee also will purchase longer-term Treasury securities after its program to
extend the average maturity of its holdings of Treasury securities is completed at the
end of the year, initially at a pace of $45 billion per month” (FOMC, 2012).
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On December 18, 2013 the FOMC announced, “Beginning in January, the Committee
will add to its holdings of agency mortgage-backed securities at a pace of $35 billion
per month rather than $40 billion per month, and will add to its holdings of longerterm Treasury securities at a pace of $40 billion per month rather than $45 billion
per month” (FOMC, 2013).



July 9, 2014 FOMC Minutes were released detailing the June meeting where they set
October 2014 as likely end date of LSAPs. “If the economy progresses about as the
Committee expects, warranting reductions in the pace of purchases at each upcoming
meeting, this final reduction would occur following the October meeting” (FOMC).
The language in the statement allows for some ambiguity in the actual timeline. The
statement released from the June 18, 2014 meeting was much more vague and did not
include the mention of a possible October conclusion (FOMC, 2019).



October 29, 2014 the FOMC directed the Desk to finish all asset purchases by the end
of October. The language was unambiguous as the statement read, “the Committee
decided to conclude its asset purchase program this month” (FOMC, 2019). As QE
3 was the last round of quantitative easing conducted in the United States, it will be
interesting to see the market reaction (or lack of reaction depending on market
interpretation of previous statements) on the day that the conclusion was revealed.
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Chapter 6
Results

QE 2
The overall results of their event study of QE2 found evidence of a signaling channel,
safety channel, no appearance of liquidity channel, and small impact on the inflation channel
(Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen, 2011). The yield changes I analyzed with the inclusion
of additional dates produced similar results to their study. These two dates increased the total
demonstrating that the economists overlooked these announcement dates that offered new
information to the market and impacted the yields. The addition of the secondary group that
included FOMC minutes between 8/10/2010 and 6/22/2011 produced rather volatile results. In
this case, the dates selected for the baseline events provided new information to the markets and
it is unclear whether the markets reacted to new information released in FOMC minutes release.
By examining the yield curves of the Fed Funds futures in Appendix C, there is clearly a
signaling channel present. The additional days I included in my study made the change from preannouncement closing yields to post-announcement closing yields more pronounced. The
equation Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) used to calculate the amount of time
these announcement pushed back expectations of a potential fed rate hike was (downward
shift/slope of pre-announcement yield curve)*number of event days. My results found that each
announcement pushed back expectations by roughly a month and a half, which is greater than the
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results from their study that discovered the announcements pushed back the rate cycle by one
month.
The yield changes for the 10-year Treasuries and 10-year Agency debt decreased by
roughly the same amount, -21.90 and -22.10, respectively. The spreads on the 5-year Treasury
and 5-year Agency are even more convincing to demonstrate the lack of a liquidity channel; both
were equal to -22.90. So the spreads between these assets that measure the presence of a liquidity
channel would not change considering the yields fell by the same amount. The lack of change in
the spread confirms the lack of a liquidity channel during QE 2 found in Krishnamurthy and
Vissing-Jorgensen (2011).
Their study does not mention the presence of a duration risk channel, and the yield
changes in my data are contradictory. Both the 5-year and the 10-year Treasury securities
decrease by more than the 2-year Treasury, with a difference of -16.90 and -15.90, respectively.
These results are in line with the prediction of the duration risk channel. However, the 5-year
Treasury and 5-year Agency both fell more than their 10-year counterparts. The inconsistency
could be due to a stronger presence of the safety premium channel, which pushed down yields on
these 5-year bonds as investors had to substitute for more available, safer assets.
This idea of the duration channel getting overshadowed is validated by the presence of a
strong safety premium channel. The Treasury and Agency yields, both the 5 and 10 years, each
decreased by more than the 30-year MBS and the corporate bond yields. These latter two are
considered riskier assets and thus, the purchase of only Treasuries in this round did not work to
lower their yields.
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As predicted there was no indication of a prepayment risk channel, since this round did
not include the purchases of MBS. The yields on the 30-year MBS went down by -2.50 overall,
the lowest amount out of all the yields on these securities.
Examining inflation expectations to test for the presence of the inflation channel, I
observed the difference between the 10-year Treasury and the 10-year TIPS. The TIPS dropped
-23.80 bps, which is more than the Treasury that fell by -21.90. According to the inflation risk
channel, this would mean that inflation expectations are increasing.
Overall, yield impacts from QE 2 were small, especially relative to the impacts found
from QE 1 in the study conducted by Gagon et al., (2010). With these smaller changes, the
impacts on various channels are more challenging to distinguish. One reason for the smaller
yield changes could be that QE 2 was only a Treasury-only policy and did not have as great an
impact on other interest rates. The recession officially ended in June 2009 so the smaller yield
changes could also be due to the relatively improved state of the economy compared to QE 1.
Table detailing results of all the yield changes for QE 2 can be found in Appendix A.

QE 3
Results for QE3 were particularly interesting as again this was the only round of QE that
initially did not have a definite end and was ultimately the last round of QE in the US. The yields
changes were rather telling both with magnitude and direction. The channels through which QE
works were at play in QE 3 as well and I will break each one down in turn.
Yield changes were even smaller than for QE2, demonstrating that the outlook for the
economy was improving. Investor outlook on the market was more positive than it had been
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previously. Overall, the total yields for this round also differ from QE2 and QE1 because aside
from a very small -.2 bps decrease in the 10-year TIPS, all the other yield changes are positive. I
believe this is the most significant conclusion from my event study since the intention of
initiating a round of Quantitative Easing is to keep long-term interest rates low so by showing
that rates were actually moving positively
When building the yield curves for the pre and post-announcement dates, there was no
discernable downward shift in rates, which would demonstrate that the FOMC announcements
were impactful in shifting expectations of a future rate hike. With a zero for downward shift (the
numerator in the equation for solving for the amount of time expectations were pushed back) the
whole equation goes to zero. This test shows that there was no signaling channel during QE3.
Perhaps there was no presence of a signaling channel because there was no end date given. Both
of these could contribute to the market judging that the Fed did not have a credible commitment
to keeping rates low.
As with QE2, this round did not have a duration risk channel presence. The 2, 5, and 10year Treasuries essentially moved with the same magnitude in the same direction. The exception
was that the 2-year yields were actually impacted the most out of the three, moving up 6.90 bps.
The same phenomenon is evidenced with the 5 versus 10-year Agency debt. The 5-year
increased by 7.40 bps, 1.30 bps higher than the yields for the longer duration 10-year. Not
finding the presence of a duration risk channel in either round of QE has potentially interesting
implications that will be discussed further in the conclusion.
Unlike the previous round, there was no presence of a safety premium channel. The
yields on both Treasuries and Agencies increased more than the yields on the corporate bonds.
This is true for every duration of Treasury and Agency security presented in the table in
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Appendix B. The likely reason behind the presence of the safety premium channel in QE2, but
not in QE3 is the assets purchased by the Fed. Policy is most effective when it involves more
than simply Treasury purchases. This will be discussed in more depth in the conclusion.
This round also showed signs of an inflation channel with the 10-year TIPS decreased by
-.2 bps (the only yield in the entire table that decreased). In comparison, the 10-year Treasury
increased by 6.40 bps. That makes the spread between these two assets equal to -6.6 bps, which
signals that market expectations of inflation have increased. Both rounds have shown the
presence of an inflation channel and there are market participants that fear that one of QE’s longterm implications is increased inflation. As of today, inflation remains low, but the concern still
remains for future unconventional monetary policy decisions.
Also like QE2, there is no evidence of a liquidity channel. QE did not work to increase
the yields on more liquid 10-year Treasury securities relative to less liquid 10-year Agency debt.
Overall, yields on Treasuries went up 6.40 bps from the baseline events, while Agency debt went
up by 6.10 bps. The yields are essentially moving with the same magnitude, meaning their spread
would stay the same.
Table detailing results of all the yield changes for QE 3 can be found in Appendix B.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The ultimate purpose of this thesis was to determine whether or not various channels
impacted financial variable yields during QE2 and QE3, with the hope of informing future policy
decisions when faced with a recession. My research adds to the previous event studies of Gagnon
et al. (2010) by including more financial variables and introducing the various channels like in
Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) to QE3.
Overall, the yield changes for QE3 were positive showing that markets expected interest
rates to increase. The purpose of undertaking QE was to pump liquidity into the market and keep
interest rates low since the Fed could not use their main policy tool. These results would imply
that QE3 was not as effective as other rounds of easing and perhaps was theoretically
unnecessary. Conceivably, this may have been due to the improved state of the economy relative
to earlier QE. If so, then the Fed should weigh various economics and financial measures to
access market conditions that may unveil early signals of improvement. Thus, if certain
thresholds are met (outside of the dual mandate), the Fed might preclude going down the QE
path. As I have discussed in some of my Economics classes, the EU and Japan are still in the
process of conducting rounds of QE. Japan, in fact, has stretched over many years. For central
banks including the Fed, it is crucial to know when to start a new round of QE as it is to conclude
one.
My study yielded similar results as those found for QE2. The confirmation of a strong
safety premium channel, reported in Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) has important
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policy implications. The Treasury-only policy conducted in QE2 brought down yields
significantly on safer-assets such as Treasuries because of the reduced overall supply of these
assets. This channel chiefly worked to reduce yields on safer assets and is not effective in
lowering yields on other risky assets like MBS. Thus, for the Fed to have more control on market
interest rates overall, it is ineffective and suboptimal for them to solely focus on purchasing
Treasury securities. The lack of a safety premium channel in QE3 also helps to support this
claim, since this round involved the purchase of MBS and Treasuries. Policy that includes
purchasing Treasuries with other troubled assets would be the most effective way for the Fed to
regulate rates across the market during a crisis.
QE2 was entirely Treasury purchases, which showed strong signs of a signaling channel,
while QE3 did not. Since the exact cause of the lack of the signaling channel in QE3 cannot be
determined with relative certainty, the market did not feel that during this round the Fed
maintained a credible commitment to keeping rates low. No signaling channel might be in part
due to the fact that the mechanics of this round were different with the Fed purchases assets
monthly. However, as mentioned in Chapter 2 part of QE1 involved purchases of $30 billion
Treasuries a month and this round was found to have a strong signaling channel (Krishnamurthy
and Vissing-Jorgensen, 2011). In this case, the lack of forward guidance in giving a concluding
date was the more likely responsible cause. Therefore, if the Fed is to undertake Quantitative
Easing in the future, it is important to communicate a reasonable timeline for these purchases.
Utilizing strong forward guidance, as seen through QE2, the Fed could perhaps make credible
commitments to sustaining low rates in a way that does not grow their balance sheet to such a
large extent and take on the uncertainty of subsequent unwinding.
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The Fed’s purchase of longer duration assets with the intention of reducing overall
duration risk in the market, which would push down yields on longer duration assets, was not
present during QE2 or QE3. The lack of duration risk channel could mean that if the Fed were to
undertake Quantitative Easing again, they could diversify their portfolio by supplementing with
shorter-duration securities. By also impacting the supply of shorter-duration assets, this gives
the Fed more control over both short term and long-term yields.
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Appendix A

QE 2 Yield Changes

1-day yield changes

2-day yield changes
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Appendix B
QE 3 Yield Changes

1-day yield changes

2-day yield changes
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Appendix C
Fed Funds Futures

QE2 Fed Funds Yield Curve

QE3 Fed Funds Yield Curve
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Appendix D
F-tests
QE2 Results
Asset

F-Statistic

Prob > F

2year Treasury (y2t)

3.01

.0175**

5year Treasury (y5t)

9.92

.0000***

10year Treasury (y10t)

10.35

.0000***

5year Agency (y5a)

13.21

.0000***

10year Agency (y10a)

10.30

.0000***

10year TIPS (y10tips)

25.90

.0000***

30year MBS (y30)

.40

.7565

Baa corporate (ycorp)

3.01

.0175**

Asset

F-Statistic

Prob > F

2year Treasury (y2t)

6.36

.0000***

5year Treasury (y5t)

2.14

.0586*

10year Treasury (y10t)

2.59

.0249**

5year Agency (y5a)

8.97

.0000***

10year Agency (y10a)

1.90

.0633*

10year TIPS (y10tips)

.73

.5986

30year MBS (y30)

5.14

.0001***

Baa corporate (ycorp)

1.60

.1595

QE3 Results
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Menard Group USA (US sub of VINCI: €36 billion Engineering & Construction Corp)
Business Data and Marketing Program Intern
§
Focused efforts on CRM Oracle Sales Cloud; analyzed client profiles, designed
opportunity maps and executed mailers
§
Managed web content for campaign targeting clients and prospects with
innovative summaries and images of past projects
Business Development Intern
§
Supported “Superhero” marketing campaign to introduce clients to superhero
sales representative and promote redefined product
§
Researched prospects for expansion into new markets to support sales, Lunch
and Learns, and seminars

Pittsburgh, PA
July-Aug 2017

June-Aug 2016

Penn State Economics Association
University Park, PA
Alumni Relations Coordinator
2016–May 2019
§
Launched alumni mentoring program and organized Skype calls with alumni
including webinar with PNC Bank Shanghai, China
§
Developed first-ever alumni panel event with guest speakers from Moody’s
§
Recruited 5 corporate alumni to speak at annual business mixer
§
Elected Alumni Relations Coordinator as sophomore, formerly served as associate
Semester in Florence, Italy
May-June 2017
§
Studied brand marketing in-depth with focus on Italian luxury brands; researched
major enterprises and met with top managers at: Buitoni, Il Papiro, Carrara Marble
§
Interviewed fashion house managers at largest men’s fashion trade show in Italy,
Pitti Uomo, gaining valuable insight into B2B marketing for final project
Penn State THON
Dancer Relations Chair and Hospitality Chair
§
Chaired committees for the largest, national student-run philanthropy group
benefiting pediatric cancer research and care

University Park, PA
2016-2019

Accomplishments and Skills:
§
§
§

Avid golfer: Mt. Lebanon H.S. Girls’ Varsity Golf—Lettered 3/4 years, mentored underclassmen
and received Golden Club Award for exemplary sportsmanship (2011-15)
Bilingual in French, PSU French Club, top-ranking in National French Contest (Grand Concours)
Adept in Bloomberg, FactSet, SNL, Minitab, Stata, Oracle CRM, Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook

